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 DID YOU KNOW THAT LUCIFERIAN KLAUS SCHWAB AND THE WORLD 
ECONOMIC FORUM HAVE & ARE TRAINING INTERNATIONAL LEADERS 
HOW TO TERRORIZE THEIR PEOPLE? 

 Australia begins Covid ETHNIC CLEANSING with military roundups of 
indigenous people… junk science “sewage” testing used to imprison entire 
communities at gunpoint 

 Scott Johnson’s Video Presentation From 2006 Where He Predicted the 
Current Covid Mandated Vaxx Scenario 

 Australia One Party 🇦🇺 They are killing our First Nations people 

 Powerful: Australian MP Calls on Free Citizens to Rise Up Against Covid 
Tyranny 

 'The totalitarian path, the path that we are unquestionably on, has never 
ended well.' 

 Covid Pushback Headlines 

 VACCINE MARTIAL LAW IS HERE: Austria announces total police state 
lockdown, mandatory covid “vaccination” for entire population 

 German Clinic Director Releases Video Before Suicide. "Vaccines are 
genocide" We Have Been Warned!  

 Draconian Covid Headlines 

 American government poised to unleash “Angel of Death” smallpox 
bioweapon to create perpetual crisis-- Biden bought millions of dollars’ 
worth of smallpox drugs back in September – WHY? 

 WARNING! A twenty year timeline of Big Pharma preparing the masses for 
a Smallpox Bio Attack 

 +3+ Commentary: It's Not Just Smallpox, It's Small Pox + Ebola That Will 
Soon Be Released 

 If I get smallpox what is the chance of survival if I go the medical route? 

 THE SMALLPOX VACCINE RACKET 

 Smallpox Recommend Protocol 

 Recommended Products Dr. Johnson Carries to build up the Immune 
System:  
Scott Johnson’s Previous Teachings on Ebola and What You Can Do To 
Protect Yourself From It 

 Is Selenium Deficiency Behind Ebola, AIDS and Other Deadly ... 

 Selenium - Prevents Retroviruses HIV - Marburg – Cocksackie - 
Hemorrhagic Fever Viruses - Ebola ...  

 Listener Comment About The Importance of Copper in Fighting Off Ebola 

 Vitamin C Is Essential in the Ebola treatment  

 Have you taken your vitamin C today? While Vitamin C is unequivocally 
recognized as a quintessential player in maintaining function of the 
immune system, a recent review paper points to 70-80% of patients with 
severe covid-19  suffering HYPOvitaminosis C (i.e. low vitamin C status) in 
hospitals – Please Note Vitamin C is not ascorbic acid 

 Previously Covered--DOCTOR's Findings: Marburg, Aids, Ebola & the C-O-
V-I-D Vaxx--Intentional Infection Underway--Breaking J&J vaxx!!! These 



shots are deleting your genes that repair your damaged DNA!!! Inducing an 
AIDS/HIV like condition and that is just a little what is covered here 

 MARBURG VIRUS DISEASE Natural Recommended Protocol 

 
 

++ In 1981 William Casey (CIA Director) 
Told the Newly Elected President Ronald 

Reagan: 

 
 

Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no 
fellowship with the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all 
things that are reproved are made 
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth 
make manifest is light. Wherefore he 
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise 
from the dead, and Christ shall give thee 
light. See then that ye walk 
circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, 
Redeeming the time, because the days 
are evil."  
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary 

defines: “Reprove”: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to 
excite a sense of guilt.“Circumspectly”: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; 
with attention to guard against surprise or danger. 
Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."  
II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not 
ignorant of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then 
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."  
Luke 21:36 Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted 
worthy to escape all these things that shall come to pass, and to stand before the 
Son of man. 
Matthew 24:13 But he that shall endure unto the end, the same shall be saved. 
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them 
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me. 
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth 



violence his soul hateth. 
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners. 
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word: 
“Communications”: companionship, communion 
“It does not take a majority to prevail... but rather an irate, tireless minority, keen 
on setting brushfires of freedom in the minds of men.” Samuel Adams  
“The average age of the world's great civilizations has been two hundred years. 
These nations have progressed through the following sequence: from bondage to 
spiritual faith, from spiritual faith to great courage, from courage to liberty, from 
liberty to abundance, from abundance to selfishness, from selfishness to 
complacency from complacency to apathy, from apathy to dependency, from 
dependency back to bondage.” Alexander Fraser Tytler 

 

+1+ PRAYER TO NEUTRALIZE OCCULT RITUALS  
Father God in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, the Lamb that was slain before 
the foundation of the earth, seated at the right hand of the Father; we come in the 
authority given to us in Christ Jesus.  We place a hedge of warring angels with 
flaming swords of fire around us and our families continuously. We put on the 
whole armor of God. We resist and renounce Satan, the god of this earth. We rise 
to war by the power of the Holy Spirit against witchcraft, occult maneuvers and 
devices sent against Your Will and the Body of Christ. We ask you to dispatch 
legions of warring angels in full battle array to enforce our petitions and 
intercessory prayers.  Rout your enemy on all fronts. Turn their hatred, anger, 
accusations, conflict, arrogance and wicked schemes upon themselves so that 
they become caught in their own snares and fall into the pits that they intended 
for others. We nullify, cancel and oppose every satanic operation, scheme, maneuver 
and strategy. Cause secret plans, agendas and motivation of the enemy to be revealed 
for everyone to see.  We decree and declare that what these evil people & entities 
meant for evil, you will turn it around and use it for the good of your people. We close 
every evil portal that has been opened by them. In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ 
and His shed blood, we break and cancel every curse, spell, hex, vex, charm, 
enchantment, decree spoken or unspoken, sent against the Body of Christ, the innocent 
and your intercessors by every witch, warlock, satanist, sorcerer, voodoo priest, 
shaman, soothsayer, medium, coven and every minion of the devil working iniquity. May 
they fall into the very pits they have dug for others.  Lord Jesus, reveal your love to 
them. Save those that can be saved.  Show them the truth about who they are serving, 
and their eternal destination if they continue in their present path. Open their minds, 
eyes and ears to receive supernatural insight and knowledge to understand the truth of 
the Gospel. Bring them to salvation.  We seal this prayer by the Blood of the Lamb and 
in the name of the LORD Jesus Christ. Amen. 

 
Biden Incest and Pedophilia Confirmed: Ashley Biden's Diary Legitimate, FBI 
Cover-up Exposed 
Play to (mute 3:57 to 4:02) to 8:30: https://rumble.com/voww4v-biden-incest-and-
pedophilia-confirmed-ashley-bidens-diary-legitimate-fbi-co.html  
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VICTIM Ally Carter: "BIDEN & OBAMA RAPED ME": POWERFUL ELITES, 
CELEBS, DEMONIC SEX ABUSE RING 

The FBI’s raids on Project Veritas prove what 
previously seemed insane and unthinkable: 
Ashley Biden’s diary is real. She really did take 
inappropriate showers with her own dad, and 
she was molested by older men as a girl. 
But if that can happen to the daughter of a U.S. 
Senator, it can happen to anybody. It’s just a 
matter of the authorities choosing to take it 

seriously instead of dismissing it all. 
Play video at this link to (Caution Language) to 14:47: https://rumble.com/vp0za3-
victim-biden-and-obama-raped-me-powerful-elites-celebs-demonic-sex-abuse-
ri.html  

 
From: Carissa 
Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2021 8:01 AM 
To: Scott Johnson 
Subject: Long Time Listener Comment: I am a sexual assault survivor trying to 
help others now-plus prayer request 
Dr Johnson I’m posting a link below, I’m trying to share my story in hopes to help 
others and change some laws.  Would you consider praying for us and praying if 
God wants you to post and share on your newsletter? I am asking for protection 
for me and my family, and that Gods will be done in all of this. I would be grateful 
for you and your listener’s prayers to cover us and maybe even sign our petition.  
I have a lot of things I would like to do but here is a start.  Thank you and God 
bless you! 
https://chng.it/h5TKjv5DvC 
Play video here to 1:02: https://www.wthr.com/article/news/crime/sexual-assault-
abuse-survivor-indiana-university-college-campus/531-69ea5c0a-e7d3-452a-9072-
31b1a153805b?fbclid=IwAR2coh1x-
i6dcyU7BS3oFHIFTxbo0ZqNhgJVvjhTZxHLgQhBuxjDQy6rNyE 
Carissa 

 
666 Months: Church Of Satan Inception To Astroworld Occult Ritual - Saturn 
Satan – The Hexagram – Nephilim – The Black Kaaba Cube 
The numbers don't lie. The Church of Satan was established on April 30th 1966 by 
High Priest Anton LaVey, at the Black House in San Francisco, on the Satanic 
holiday Walpurgisnacht.  An annual celebration, where witches would consort 
with the devil on a remote Northern German mountain and engage in Satanic 
rituals.     
666 months after the inception of The Church of Satan, a modern day Satanic 
ritual took place at Travis Scott's Astroworld in Houston.. 
Allegedly, security was forewarned once the concert started their cell service 
would be disabled. Which leads to the question. Was a different  RF radio 
frequency being broadcast to the Astroworld audience during the show?  60 
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gigahertz or 5G is considered by the military to be a non-lethal weapon which can 
influence a person emotions and thoughts.  Houston is one of the most saturated 
5G cities in the country.   
In order to attend the Astroworld Festival, audience members had to be vaxxed or 
provide proof of a negative test. Now add in thousands of vaxxed fans, who could 
be the carriers of highly conductive graphene oxide, capable of connecting to a 
5G signal. Layered over an occultic ritual, masquerading as entertainment. Given 
these variables, is it beyond the realm of possibility a Satanic blood sacrifice 
ritual could have occurred? 
At the front of Astroworld was a statue of Scott ascending from a Black Cube 
(which is an occultic sacred symbol of Saturn—See my teachings listed below) 
the planet associated with Satan Satan. Venerated in Islamic worship as the 
Kaaba Cube, in Mecca, Muslims pray in concentric circles around The Kaaba, 
symbolically representing Saturn’s rings. The Cube/Teffillin is adorned on the 
heads and arms of Jewish orthodox men during their morning prayers.. When 
flattened, it assumes the shape of a cross. At the Travis Scott concert a stage 
platform in the shape of an inverted cross was attached to the portal of hell. 
At the top of Saturn's North Pole is a 20,000 mile wide cube shaped hexagonal 
portal.  By utilizing the CERN Large Hadron Collider Satanist's believe they can 
liberate the wicked spirits imprisoned within the Black Cube located in the center 
of Saturn.  
Saturn is also known as the old sun and dark lord. Symbolized as an eye, bull, 
owl, and Moloch. Saturn’s crescent ring is held up by the twin pillars of 
Freemasonry, Boaz and Jachin.  Saturnism is Satanism. Lucifer is one with 
Saturn. Here is the rest of the Satanic family tree: Cronos the Nephilim Son of 
Uranus and Gaia Father of Poseidon and Hades Greek god of Saturn, father 
time/grim reaper/ sun of death/the black one. The six-pointed Hexagram aka: The 
Seal of  Solomon, Saturn, Black Star, and Satan manifest as a six-pointed star. 
The occultic symbol of two converging triangles is steeped in Bonpo, the Black 
Magic sect of Buddhism. The equilateral triangles in the Hexagram/The Seal of 
Solomon represent the duality present in all oriental religions. Similar to the Ying 
and Yang, the Seal of Solomon hexagram unites all things good and bad into one. 
During the reign of Solomon, Kabbalists purposed it as conduit of occultic magic 
and the invocation of spirits.  
In order to enter the Astroworld venue fans had to pass through a large sculpture 
of Scott's mouth; symbolically depicting stepping into another other worldly 
dimension. Even the branding for the concert "See you on the other side" is a 
nod to the next life. Even the poster promoting the concert is rife with occultic 
imagery. The shirt Travis Scott wore during the concert depicted blue humans 
walking thru a door and coming out of the other side as a red hybrid with horns.  
Jesus said, "But as the days of Noah were, so shall also the coming of the Son of 
man be." Before the deluge, the Nephilim giants roamed the earth devouring all 
living creatures. These half angel, half human abominations were the result of 
angels falling to earth, taking on the form of man, having sex with women and 
producing a soulless race of hybrids. The Nephilim participated in Satanic blood 
rituals by drinking blood and cannibalism of humans. 



If you examine the size of the statue head of Travis Scott, it could easily match a 
giant Nephilim of the days of Noah. Could this also be a nod the Nephilim and an 
announcement of their eminent arrival once again? 
In addition, a massive eye ball symbolizing Horus observes the ongoing ritual 
from the portal of hell. Multiple eyeballs appear on the backdrop mountains 
representing a sacrifice to the underworld. As Drake joins Travis on the stage 
Scott  screams out these lyrics "Go crazy and play for keeps. Too win the retreat. 
Go crazy. We all in too deep. Go crazy. Playin for keeps. Go Crazy. Don't play us 
for weak." 
On the Astroworld poster there is a single eye encased in two hands. This is a 
nod to the character Pale Man, a child eating monster in the 2006 Spanish dark 
fantasy drama film “Pan's Labyrinth."  Pale Man is based on painting of Saturn 
eating his own son. 
Considering the jab roll out for children ages 5 to 11 coincided with Astroworld's 
occult ritual, are those with eyes to see and ears to hear being forewarned of 
what is to come? 
Lee Austin is the author of "Morning Star's  https://morningstarstale.com/ 
https://morningstarstale.com/f/church-of-satan-inception-to-astrofest-ritual-666-
months-6-days  

 
Scott Johnson’s Teaching: The HEXagram, Saturn, the Mark of the Beast & the 
Hebrew Roots Connection-Part 1  
By Dr. Scott Johnson | September 23, 2007 
The HEXagram & the Mark of the Beast & the Hebrew Roots Connection-Part 2  
Many believe the six-pointed star/HEXagram is a Jewish/Christian symbol but 
nothing could be further from the truth as it is one of the highest most wicked of 
all occult symbols. This is a very prevalent symbol in the Hebrew Roots / 
Messianic movement. The six-pointed star/HEXagram is a curse mark no matter 
what name it may have: Star of David, Solomon’s Seal, Double Triangle, Shield of 
David, etc. When an occult practitioner puts a curse on someone, he uses the 
HEXagram. ‘Brethren, my heart’s desire and prayer to God for Israel is, that they 
might be saved. For I bear them record, that they have a zeal for God, but not 
according to knowledge.’ (Rom 10:1-2) It is not my goal to condemn the Jewish 
people, but to condemn the six-pointed star, a curse symbol. The hexagram star 
was mentioned and condemned by the God of Israel in Amos 5:26 and it was 
called by Him, `the star of your god, Moloch’ or otherwise called `Chiun’. 
Reference was also made to the Israelites having it in the wilderness in Acts 7:43 
by Stephen. Here it was called the Star of Remphan. All these names refer to the 
`god’ Saturn. Now, the name SATURN in Chaldee is pronounced Satur; but, as 
every Chaldee scholar knows, consists only of four letters, thus – Stur [ed. Star?]. 
This name contains exactly the Apocalyptic number.’ (Hislop, p. 269) S = 060 T = 
400 U = 006 R = 200: = 666 Now Saturn is also the sixth Planet from the Sun, has 
six letters and Saturn is associated with Satan which has a very similar spelling. 
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It’s Not Just Facebook - Meet The 5 Other Mega-Corporations That Are Spending 
Billions To Enslave You In The Virtual Prison Of The Metaverse Virtual Reality 
Dystopia!  
Meta is far from the only player in the Metaverse. In fact, a half-dozen other 
companies are already building out the hardware and software that will be the 
next generation of virtual interaction — something Wall Street sees as a $1 trillion 
market. The companies include Google, Microsoft, Apple, Valve and others 
building out products for work and communication. Smaller startups are likely to 
join them as investors flood into the market. "The metaverse is real and Wall 
Street is looking for winners," Wedbush analyst Dan Ives said in a note. These are 
some of the firms whose products Facebook will have to contend with as it seeks 
to put its stamp on the meta-landscape. Welcome to the Day of Wonders, that's 
what the Metaverse actually is, believe it or not.   

The tech giant, which changed its 
name to Meta last month, plans to 
invest $10 billion this year to 
develop products that support 
augmented and virtual reality — a 
robotic hand, high-tech VR 
glasses and sophisticated 
software applications, to name just 
a few. Analysts expect the 

company to spend at least $50 billion to achieve its promise of a virtual reality 
future in the Metaverse. 
It is no coincidence that the new logo for Facebook Meta is a stylized icon of 
handcuffs, digital handcuffs for the souls who will be enslaved in the real-life 
Matrix known as the Metaverse dystopia. Students of Bible prophecy who like 
cheezy, low-budget prophecy movies from the the ’90’s will instantly recall 
Apocalypse II: Revelation that featured virtual reality glasses administering the 
Mark of the Beast in the Metaverse.  
When the Metaverse is launched, it will come with glittering promises of new 
business opportunities, wealth, fun and completely safe immersive online 
communities where you can experience anything you heart desires.  
But don’t you believe a word of it. The Metaverse dystopia is nothing more than a 
digital prison, a 21st century Tower of Babel, a perfect world without God, where 
man is the measure of all things. The Metaverse will be home to Satan and his 

coming antichrist. Stay far away and 
have nothing to do with it. 
THE MILITARY AND THE 
METAVERSE: THE DAYS OF 
WONDERS IS HERE 
<< DAY OF WONDERS: Microsoft 
Wins $22 Billion, 10-Year Contract To 
Supply US Army With HoloLens 
Augmented Reality Headsets To 
Conduct Warfare  
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The HoloLens headset enables soldiers to fight, rehearse and train in one system, 
the Army said in a statement. 
https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/day-of-wonders-microsoft-wins-22-billion-10-
year-contract-to-supply-us-army-with-hololens-augmented-reality-headsets-
conduct-warfare/ 

 
Waukesha: The attacker is a convicted child molester, BLM member, Black 
Hebrew Israelite Cult Member, repeat felon and self-described black terrorist who 
preached violence against White people  Who ploughed through a crowd of white 
people--but it has nothing to do with race or politics--Because this was clearly a 
black on white hate crime it will be swiftly brushed under the carpet by the media 
because it doesn’t fit the narrative 
Play to 4:02: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LuPmk0DfJaA  
Ecc 8:11  Because sentence against an evil work is not executed speedily, 
therefore the heart of the sons of men is fully set in them to do evil. 
Ecc 8:12 …yet surely I know that it shall be well with them that fear God, which 
fear before him: 
Ecc 8:13 But it shall not be well with the wicked, neither shall he prolong his 
days, which are as a shadow; because he feareth not before God. 
https://www.infowars.com/posts/soros-da-released-christmas-parade-mass-murder-
suspect-days-before-attack/

 
Christians - God is building, get involved! (Step 3 of Christian Resistance) 
The book of Nehemiah is guidance for how we are to react to the destruction and 
decay we see in society. We must repent, fight, and build.  
We invite you to be a part of the discussion on how we should fight and build. 
Come join us at our County Before Country event, November 30th - 
https://www.CountyBeforeCountryTalks.com 
First two parts on Christian Resistance - Over 50k views 
https://rumble.com/vo223z-christians-must-fight-step-2-of-christian-
resistance.html 
https://rumble.com/vncgst-christians-need-to-repent.-step-1-of-christian-
resistance.html 
Please Subscribe to our newsletter to truly keep up to date with us - 
www.DefyTyrants.com 
Play: https://rumble.com/vpozq3-christians-god-is-building-get-involved-step-3-of-
christian-resistance.html 

 
+2+ The COVID Cult: The New State Religion of Satan 
November 25, 2021 What started as a man-made, pre planned virus quickly 
became an scamdemic and then a global scamdemic.  The spread of a contagion 
laid the groundwork for what has become an industry, and it’s now morphing into 
a religious ideology with all of the familiar trappings. 
In just the third quarter of 2021, Pfizer reported its sales rose to $24.1 billion, up 
134 percent from a year ago, thanks in large part to its COVID vaccine. The 
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company said it anticipates sales of COVID vaccine to top $36 billion in 2021 and 
$29 billion in 2022. 

For its part, Moderna reports that 
it anticipates vaccine sales of $17 
billion in 2021 and an increase to 
$22 billion in 2022. 
Johnson & Johnson has stated that 
its COVID vaccine sales will come 
in around $2.5 billion for 2021. 
That’s a total of $55.5 billion in 
vaccine sales for 2021 just from the 
three biggest providers of vaccines 
in the U.S. And this does not 

include a wide range of products, services, and industries that have cropped up 
to service the nations and the world’s COVID needs. 
From makers of masks, cleaning supplies, hand sanitizer, and ventilators, to 
major pharmacy companies paying millions to distribute vaccines, COVID has 
become a major industry. 
Politicians and bureaucrats at the local, state, and federal levels have seized on 
the COVID crisis to achieve unprecedented levels of power through vaccine 
mandates, lockdowns, restrictions, and of course, overnight changes to election 
procedures. 
Then, there is the public health sector. These are its glory days.  
COVID is a new field of study, complete with federal grant money to analyze every 
aspect of COVID, so long as the research does not detract from the approved 
narrative. 
Allowing the pandemic to run its course through herd immunity, and oftentimes 
inexpensive and widely accessible treatments no longer appear to be an option, if 
it ever was. Remember, “15 days to slow the spread?” 
COVID is an industry. It’s here and it’s not budging. But it’s more than that. It’s 
also an ideology with all of the accouterments of established religion. 
The COVID vaccines are widely understood to be ineffective at preventing the 
spread of the virus, in fact it is the main vector spreading the mutated variants. 
So, why the relentless emphasis on turning society on its head over flawed 
vaccines? 
Like Christian baptism, the vaccine is the baptism into this new faith. In the 
ideological context, it’s a symbolic rite of passage into the faith. 
Once injected, you can count yourself among the faithful, unlike the 
“unvaccinated” who are the COVID ideology’s equivalent to atheists circa 1400 
A.D.  It’s okay to shun them, demonize them, discriminate against them, even 
deny them life-saving healthcare. In fact, you have an obligation to do so, so they 
learn their lessons and step in line. 
It doesn’t matter that they may have their own religious objections, they may have 
personal medical histories, or they may even have natural immunity from the 
virus which is much more effective at preventing spread.  What matters is that 
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they can be dubbed “anti-vax,” a term that coincidentally or not sounds 
uncomfortably similar to “anti-Christ.” 
To the faithful, if you’re unvaccinated for any reason, you’re selfish, you don’t 
care about others. You’re putting yourself before the majority, before the faith. 
Just as Catholicism has its rites in the form of seven sacraments, the COVID 
ideology does, too. One is the booster shot. If you were vaccinated a year ago, 
but have not yet gotten your booster shot, you are at risk of being labeled 
“unvaccinated” once again. Do you want to risk that? 
Of course, once boosted, you have the privilege of knowing you are ‘in the faith’ 
at least until the next Covid booster shot is mandated. 
This new ideology even has the rite of confession. Were you asked by your 
employer, or the front office at the football stadium or basketball arena to 
disclose your vaccination status? How much different is that from the Catholic 
rite of confession? 
The practice of faith also involves sacrifice. The COVID ideology is not without 
sacrifice. Even though adverse effects of the “safe and effective” vaccine are 
extremely common, nevertheless the burden is on you to take the risk while the 
vaccine companies have no liability and are totoally porotected from you (or your 
family) suing them. It is like playing Russian roulette over and over with each new 
kill shot.  If you are one of those who contract chronic heart problems, permanent 
neurological disorders, or some other life-altering condition, that’s the sacrifice 
you must be willing to take for the good of the vaxxed collective. 
Of course, no faith would be complete without its high priests, the most visible 
one being Dr. Anthony Fauci. He is routinely asked by leaders and journalists to 
bless one activity, behavior, or medical treatment over another. A legion of 
people seeks his final approval or disapproval on behaviors that until now were 
considered un-sinful. Some may even regard the pontifical bureaucrat as 
infallible. 
He’s not alone. There is an army of COVID clergy with titles like “public health 
director,” “governor,” “mayor,” “human resources director,” “Silicon Valley 
billionaire,” “editor,” “producer” and “reporter” all of whom are the keepers 
of The Word when it comes to COVID. Each has front-line authority to make 
decisions on the enforcement of COVID ideology. 
To counter The Word or the narrative of this new faith is to be guilty of the sin of 
“misinformation,” punishable by banning, censorship, and denial of 
“communion” in the word’s most literal sense. The only way to regain access to 
the congregation is to recant. 
If you belong to an established faith that holds dear the original Ten 
Commandments as handed down to Moses from God, you may recall the first 
one, which says: “I am the Lord your God. You shall have no other gods before 
me.” 
Keep that in mind, because you may be asked to choose: The God of our fathers, 
or the god of COVID?  
https://nworeport.me/2021/11/25/covid-a-new-state-religion/  
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Right on Satanic Cue: 'OMICRON' SINKS STOCKS NEW TRAVEL BANS 
VAX-RESISTANT? GLOBAL ALARM WHO EMERGENCY MEET Omicron Variant 
First Detected in Four People Who Were Fully Vaccinated 
The new ‘Omicron’ variant of COVID-19 was first detected in four people who 
were fully vaccinated, according to a public statement by the Botswana 
government. 
The new variant, which some claim is three times more contagious, was initially 
discovered in Botswana before it spread across South Africa. 
The news was met with global alarm, prompting financial markets to plummet and 
new travel bans to be put in place. 

 
DEVIL FAUCI OPENS DOOR TO LOCKDOWNS DUE TO Omicron variant 
November 28, 2021--WASHINGTON, Nov 28 (Reuters) — The United States’ top 
lying infectious disease expert, Dr. Anthony Fauci, said on Sunday that 
Americans should be prepared to do “anything and everything” to fight the 
spread of the new COVID-19 variant Omicron. 
It is “too early to say” whether we need new lockdowns or mandates, Fauci told 
ABC News. 
https://populist.press/fauci-opens-door-to-lockdown/   

 
Corporate media hysteria pushers conjure up another COVID “Nu”/ Omicron 
“scariant” campaign in desperate FEAR PLOY for totalitarian control 
Friday, November 26, 2021 (Natural News) As you’ve noticed over the last two 
days, the global corporate media psyop spell weavers have conjured up another 
“scariant” called “Nu”/ Omicron and they are now hyperventilating over it, 
claiming it has over “30 horrifying mutations” and might spread faster than 
anything in history. 
The underlying message, of course, is that everybody should stop resisting and 
immediately obey the demands of (corrupt) government. 
The thing spreading the fastest, of course, is the media hysteria. A passenger 
plane that departed from South Africa and landed in Amsterdam was prevented 
from de-boarding, stranding South African passengers on the plane, all due to 
mass media hysteria over the new covid “scarient.” 
Part of the message being delivered in this mass media scariant panic is that all 
the vaccines and boosters that people already took are apparently worthless 
against this new variant. This means that everybody’s vaccine compliance 
“vaccine passport” status essentially resets to zero, so let the coming kill shots 
commence!!!!! 
The media are all acting as journo-terrorists, pushing mass hysteria to drive 
people into compliance (and more vaccines). Big Pharma is drooling over the 
potential new profits from a whole new wave of vaccines, which will of course set 
off more mutations and lead to yet more variants in 2022 and beyond. 
The entire thing is a rigged criminal scam rooted in fraud and evil. This will never 
end by complying with it. The people of the world must peacefully rise up and 
stand strong against the fear campaigns, the bioterrorism and government-run 
genocide.  
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The “variant” media hysteria is nothing but a 1984-style Orwellian psychological 
terrorism operation that has been engineered to keep the populations of the 
world enslaved and obedient while terrorist governments carry out their global 
depopulation / genocide programs. 
The evil genius of this narrative is that it requires no evidence whatsoever. Since 
no one can actually see a “variant” — and since no isolated omicron viral 
samples exist anywhere in the world for lab test confirmations — a coordinated 
mass media hysteria campaign simply implants human consciousness with the 
illusion of omicron, accompanied by extreme fear. 
The reason this “scariant” was just released in a coordinated media fear 
campaign, of course, is because humanity is waking up and learning to resist 
covid tyranny. So the globalists are doubling down on their attacks against 
humanity, defrosting more bioweapons from Fauci’s freezer collection while 
pounding the psyche of the population with relentless media fear campaigns. 
The good news in all this? If you have natural immunity against covid, you’re 
naturally immune to all the variants, too. 
But the oblivious masses who already took the early covid jabs have destroyed 
much of their immune function, meaning they are now extremely vulnerable to 
any new real variant that might emerge, assuming they really exist at all. 
Notice, too, how convenient the timing is with all this, where the media now has 
an excuse for why so many vaccinated people are dying and have compromised 
immune systems. It’s the variant’s fault! 
Bottom line? If you comply, you die. 
https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-11-26-corporate-media-hysteria-pushers-
puke-up-another-covid-scariant-campaign.html  

 
For Those That Took the Covid Kill Shot—The Questions to Ask 
Play: https://youtu.be/eh7hjJkofXM 

 
DID YOU KNOW THAT LUCIFERIAN KLAUS SCHWAB AND THE WORLD 
ECONOMIC FORUM HAVE & ARE TRAINING INTERNATIONAL LEADERS HOW TO 
TERRORIZE THEIR PEOPLE? 
Play to 11:27: https://youtu.be/KRItXrZ3QCo?t=95

 
Australia begins covid ETHNIC CLEANSING with 
military roundups of indigenous people… junk 
science “sewage” testing used to imprison entire 
communities at gunpoint 
(Natural News) November 23, 2021 - Ethan Huff  The 
Australian government of the Northern Territories is 
now using military soldiers and army trucks to 

forcibly round up indigenous people who have merely been near someone else 
who tested “positive” for covid. With families being separated at gunpoint, one of 
the most horrifying predictions we made has now come true: Military / medical 
martial law where innocent civilians are being rounded up at gunpoint and taken 
to what are essentially covid concentration camps. 
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Scott Johnson’s Video Presentation From 2006 Where He Predicted the Current 

Covid Mandated Vaxx Scenario 
The Prophecy Club | Dr. Scott Johnson--Avian Flu: Killer of Millions? 

AVIAN FLU:KILLER OF MILLIONS? By Dr. Scott Johnson-DVD 

 
These victims are being forcibly relocated to the Howard Springs quarantine 
camp in Darwin, Australia. Michael Gunner, the territory chief, admits to the 
military kidnapping and forced relocation of Australian indigenous people, even 
disparaging their family structures and implying they are savages because so 
many members of the community interact with each other like family. 
To summarize what we are witnessing here: 

 Fake PCR tests are used to diagnose people as “positive” for covid. 
 The Australian military then medically kidnaps them at gunpoint, ripping 

them away from their families. 
 They are taken to relocation / death camps from which there is no escape. 
 All their family members are ordered to be imprisoned in their own homes 

and not allowed to leave for any reason other than to be injected with more 
covid death shots. 

 The more people take the covid death shots, the more they spread spike 
protein in the community, resulting in more PCR “positives.” 

 The cycle repeats. 
This is bio-accentuated warfare / ethnic cleansing being carried out in broad 
daylight by a government that has become a terrorist organization, targeting its 
own people for mass death and never-ending imprisonment. 
Furthermore, the government in Australia is using fraudulent PCR testing with 
wastewater tests (i.e. using sewage samples) to claim entire communities are 
infested with covid. They are then targeting those communities for family 
separations and medical kidnapping, no doubt followed by mass executions in 
the covid death camps. This is a mass extermination event being deliberately 
carried out by the Australian government as the world watches and does nothing. 
The UN, the WHO, the United States government… all silent. Complicit. 
Witness the ominous language used by Gunner to threaten entire communities 
based on sewage test results, which are backed by no scientific credibility 
whatsoever: 
Apart from Binjari, there is still positive wastewater in one Katherine catchment, 
the Bicentennial Road catchment…. 
Given we have removed the positive cases identified in that area, it does concern 
us that we are still getting positive readings there. 
That means it’s likely there is still a positive case or cases in that part of 
Katherine, who have not come forward for testing. 
What he’s really saying is that as long as covid fragments test “positive” in the 
sewage, no one will be allowed to be free in the entire area. And the Australian 
government will assume that locals are “protecting” someone who is covid 
positive, hiding them from authorities. Thus, the Australian military labels all 
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these people as some sort of covid fugitives, thereby justifying the mass 
imprisonment and medical kidnapping / death camps. 
This is all being done for a supposed virus that has a 99%+ survival rate. Even 
worse, the coronavirus fragments that are being detected with PCR tests or in-
the-field covid swabs are incredibly common cold virus fragments that can be 
found in literally any sewage system, anywhere in the world, at any time. 
Australia isn’t using “science” to track down infections, they’re using quackery to 
justify ethnic cleansing. 
I offer full details in today’s highly disturbing Situation Update podcast, which 
also covers human rights, the dollar collapse, cryptocurrency and much more: 
Brighteon.com/78eff189-7082-4ab4-b924-f9d5af2a9af0 

Australia One Party 🇦🇺 They are killing our First Nations people 

Play: https://rumble.com/vne51f-
australiaone-party-they-are-killing-our-first-
nations-people.html  

 
Powerful: Australian MP Calls on Free 
Citizens to Rise Up Against Covid Tyranny 
'The totalitarian path, the path that we are 
unquestionably on, has never ended well.' 
Queensland MP George Robert 
Christensen called on citizens to rise up 
against Covid lockdown measures and 
vaccine mandates, comparing the 
governments implementing them with 
totalitarian regimes responsible for 
unspeakable atrocities. 
Speaking before parliament Wednesday, 
Christensen said Aussie premiers were 

“drunk on power” and “trying to out-tyrant each other.” 
Play: https://youtu.be/-Y7ANQEasDQ  

 
Covid Pushback Headlines 
“We’ll Never Give Up” — Protests Erupt Across World Over Gov’t COVID Tyranny 
Thousands of Marines Defying Biden’s Military Vaccine Mandate  
(VIDEO) 11 Australian Nurses Blow The Whistle On COVID Vaccine Side Effects: 
“We Were Told Not To Talk About What We Had Seen” : The COVID World 
HUGE WIN! Court of Appeal suspends punishment of Pastor Artur Pawlowski  
LOOPHOLE: Pastor Art finds a new way to feed the homeless (when a judge says 
it's a crime)  
HUGE VICTORY: Big Three U.S. Automakers Will NOT Require Vaccines! 
New York ER Closes As Employees Refuse To Comply With Vaccine Mandate 
Government Vax Overreach Blocked by Court 
Can We Trust Pfizer Vaccine Data? Oh course we can’t! Whistleblowers sound 
the alarm about critical data integrity issues from a company that ran Pfizer's 
vaccine trial. ACTION ALERT! 
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#Austrian police and army refuse to implement mandate sanctions. They will 
stand down!! If they stick to their word then the Austrian government will be in 
the big trouble. This is what is needed.. #NoVaccinePassports 
#NoVaccineMandates 

 
VACCINE MARTIAL LAW IS HERE: Austria announces total police state 
lockdown, mandatory covid “vaccination” for entire population 
On Friday, Austrian Chancellor Alexander Schallenberg announced that his entire 
nation will be forced into a mandatory lockdown. And come February, every 
citizen of Austria will be required to get “vaccinated” for the Wuhan coronavirus 
(Covid-19). 
“We have not succeeded in convincing enough people to get vaccinated,” 
Schallenberg stated arrogantly during a news conference. “It hurts that such 
measures still have to be taken.” 
Come February 1, all Austrians who have not yet willingly rolled up their sleeves 
for the currently available Fauci Covid shots will be forced to do so if they want to 
continue living anything resembling a normal life. 
Starting on November 22, Austria will also be going into a mandatory lockdown 
that will reportedly last up to 20 days. This is meant to be punishment for the 
holdouts who are refusing to obey the government’s “recommendation” that 
everyone modify their DNA with the mRNA (messenger RNA) injections. 

 
German Clinic Director Releases Video Before Suicide. "Vaccines are genocide" 
We Have Been Warned! (video 2 m)  
Play: https://www.bitchute.com/video/2XRAzbIQnTe3/  
The Covid 19 pandemic is being exploited to start a global take over of all nations 
and the masses. It has been exaggerated to cause fear and start a shutdown of all 
economies, which is being used to control people and eventually disarm them.  
The vax is used to inject a dangerous poison in people's bodies for a variety of 
reasons. One is depopulation, one is massive sterilization for the survivors, and 
another reason is to inject them with a nano computer operating system for a 
lifetime of controlling through electronics.  
With an injected nano computer inside the brains of people the conspirators can 
make people riot, become lethargic, obedient or go insane. Or with the touch of a 
button end their life. In one fell sweep, the wealthy elite globalists turned the 
masses into their slaves for life without firing a shot.  
UK COLUMN: German clinic chief commits suicide. "Vaccines are genocide" 

 
Draconian Covid Headlines 
Biden Regime Ignores Courts Again and Tells Businesses to Move Forward with 
Vaccine Mandate 
US Navy sailors are being forced to take out LOANS after MONTHS-LONG delays 
in pay after military began closing down and consolidating processing centers, 
source claims:SQ;YET 'BIDEN STEIN' WANTS TO GIVE EMIGRANTS 400 K 
EACH?  
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Eighty medical centers in the US are now conducting inhumane, heart-damaging 
genetic experiments on BABIES 
Pharmacists Try New Tricks to Ease Kids’ Covid Shots: Jugglers, ‘VIP’ Rooms & 
Superheroes! Drugstore vaccinators tell jokes and dress as superheroes to 
prevent a chorus of woeful cries breaking out among children now eligible for the 
jab  

 
American government poised to unleash “Angel of Death” smallpox bioweapon 
to create perpetual crisis-- Biden bought millions of dollars’ worth of smallpox 
drugs back in September – WHY? 
Wednesday, November 24, 2021 by: Ethan Huff (Natural News) Billionaire eugenicist 
Bill Gates is already signaling the arrival of his next plandemic, which appears to 
involve the intentional release of a smallpox bioweapon. 
The mainstream media has been littered as of late with stories about mysterious 
smallpox “vials” and other things related to smallpox. We also reported about 
eight years ago that the federal government was stockpiling smallpox “vaccines” 
for some reason. 
Just the other day, a worker at a laboratory outside of Philadelphia supposedly 
stumbled upon about 15 vials of smallpox … something inside of a refrigerator. 
The FBI and other federal agencies reportedly intervened and are conducting an 
“investigation.” 
Then, the Daily Mail (U.K.) reported on a warning from Gates, who claims that 
“terrorists” (himself?) are planning to unleash a smallpox bioweapon. This, 
according to Gates, requires that governments spend billions of dollars to 
“prevent future pandemics.” 
It just so happens that Gates addressed all of this at his “Event 201” initiative, 
which conveniently occurred right before the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) was 
first announced by the mainstream media. 
This plandemic exercise, which occurred in October 2019, laid the groundwork 
for the Chinese Virus. Now, Gates is laying the groundwork for a smallpox 
plandemic, which we speculate will soon go viral (pun intended). 
For years, we were told by the government and the media that smallpox was 
eradicated. This supposedly occurred back in 1980. Now, however, it is making 
resurgence in the headlines, at least, and will probably soon emerge in humans. 
Back in September, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) under 
Joe Biden arranged for the delivery of $112.5 million worth of a drug called 
TPOXX, which just so happens to be a pharmaceutical medication designed to 
treat smallpox. 
Why was this order placed? Does the Biden regime know something that the rest 
of us do not? Is smallpox soon to become the next plandemic? Will they call it 
Smallpox-21? 
What many are wondering is how did “mystery” vials appear in Philadelphia when 
there are only two labs in the entire world that have been authorized to store 
smallpox samples? 
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This Philadelphia lab, by the way, is owned by none other than Merck & Co. Does 
this mean that Merck is developing some kind of drug concoction to be 
strategically released just after the smallpox bioweapon is released? 
Gates has also recently spoke about “germ games,” which he likened to “war 
games” used by militaries during conflicts. Is the deep state planning to soon 
unleash a biological war against the people? 
Smallpox, in case you are unfamiliar with it, is said to be “a contagious, 
disfiguring and often deadly disease that has affected humans for thousands of 
years.” 
The latest news about Bill Gates and bioterrorism can be found at Pandemic.news. 
Sources for this article include: 
AllNewsPipeline.com 
NaturalNews.com 
https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-11-24-american-government-unleash-angel-death-
smallpox-bioweapon.html  

 
WARNING! A twenty year timeline of Big Pharma preparing the masses for a 
Smallpox Bio Attack 
Play to 3:45: https://freeworldnews.tv/watch?id=619bd113a59e0c5e2327f54c  

 
+3+ Dave Hodges: It's Not Just Smallpox, It's Small Pox + Ebola That Will Soon 
Be Released 
In March of 2021, the new CDC Director stated that she had a feeling of impending 
doom. What did she mean?  Everyone assumed that she was talking about CV-19. 
However, we know the lethality of CV-19 only impacts a select and minority 
portion of the population. In lieu of recent events, it is becoming clear that the 
CDC Director was referring to smallpox laced with Hemorrhagic Fever (ie 
Ebola). Some people have legitimately asked the question as to why we needed a 
mandatory vaccine for a pathogen that only kills .2% of population that contracts 
it?   
We are being prepped for extermination and the globalists are profiting from it. In 
short, say goodbye covid and welcome Hemorragic smallpox. We all have seen 
the media release of the discovery of vials of smallpox, but not just smallpox, but 
hemorragic smallpox. This means it is likely that gain of function research has 
mutated the once contained small pox into a deadly variant that will sweep the 
planet. 
Back in early March, the CDC began requiring travelers to the United States from 
specific locations in Africa to provide contact information with regard to Ebola.  
In March of 2021, also on Fox News, it was announced that the CDC was already 
working on an Ebola vaccine. For a long time, the CDC has sat on a developed 
vaccine for Ebola. In fact the CDC even owns the patent. Combined with the fact 
that many insider sources say that Ebola will be the kill shot that will follow 
Covid-19. 
https://thecommonsenseshow.com/agenda-21-conspiracy-economics/its-not-just-small-
pox-its-small-pox-ebola-will-soon-be-released 
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If I get smallpox what is the chance of survival if I go the medical route? 
Dr. James Ferguson answered 
Pediatrics 46 years experience 
Depends on presentation: In general, smallpox had a case fatality rate of 30%. 
More malignant or hemorragic presentations had death rates approaching 100%. 
Treatments during the 30+ years ago when cases were seen were supportive. 
Some newer antiviral meds might be of use but their value is unknown. 

 
THE SMALLPOX VACCINE RACKET 
“Vaccination is nothing short of attempted murder.” ~ GB Shaw (1911) 
“It is pathetic and ludicrous to say we ever vanquished smallpox with vaccines, 
when only 10% of the population was ever vaccinated.” ~ Glen Dettman Ph.D, 
The largest collection of smallpox books exposing vaccination on the internet.  
It is easy to demolish with statistics (huge epidemics followed high vaccination) 
and a minute amount of common sense on Sanitation and Vaccine Lymph, while 
natural healers such as Sydenham and Tilden had remarkable cure rates, one in 
the 17th century! The city of Leicester by itself completely exposed vaccination. 
Smallpox vaccination killed millions by spreading diseases like Smallpox 
(declining before vaccination) and Leprosy around the world (Vaccine damage), 
and is a classic example of George Orwell's dictum: "Who controls the past 
controls the future. Who controls the present controls the past." They control the 
present so they just tell people what to think about the past. Numerous books 
have been written by notable medical men (Creighton Crookshank Hadwen 
Collins Pearce Campbell Bayly) and the scientist Alfred Wallace, but you never 
get to hear about them, an example being given by the Allopaths on Wikipedia, 
who suppressed any links to their books on this site claiming it was 'spam'!] 
[It beggars belief that this germ brew was cut into babies and adults, and claimed 
to have saved us all from smallpox!  It is no wonder it was termed the slaughter of 
innocents by William Job Collins.   
    Take pus from a cow which contains animal germs such as TB & Brucellosis 
(one animal virus, SV40, from the polio vaccine is causing cancer now), or pus 
from a smallpox victim (75% of vaccination was arm to arm as late as 1890) which 
could contain leprosy (introduced into Hawaii by vaccination), Erysipelas, 
Smallpox, Syphilis, TB/consumption etc, plus any bacteria growing in the pus 
which would easily lead to death from poisoning (these are some of the 
contaminants contained in today's vaccines.) No methods of sterilisation were 
available, they thought glycerine killed all germs!  Cut the victim with a knife 
called a lancet and place this pus in the wound. "Lymph is a false term. It is 
diseased and disease-bearing matter, and should be called pus, and its wilful 
insertion into the skin of any human being should be called blood-poisoning, and 
denounced as a crime of the first magnitude."   Wallace, LL.D. (1889/1898, Alfred 
R (source: LEICESTER: SANITATION versus VACCINATION BY J.T. BIGGS J.P.) 
"You cannot immunize sick children, malnourished children, and expect to get 
away with it. You'll kill far more children than would have died from natural 
infection ......So Jenner got some of the 'cowpox' and inoculated it into someone's 
arm - it fostered and the pus was then inoculated into someone else - 100% 
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success was claimed. 100%!! How absurd - complete with all sorts of germs 
including hepatitis, syphilis and whatever."---Dr Kalokerinos, M.D. 
Smallpox Vaccine Ingredients 
In addition to the live, attenuated or inactive virus, pathogen or toxoid, the Smallpox 
(Vaccinia – ACAM2000) vaccine contains the following ingredients: 

 African Green Monkey kidney (Vero) cells + 
 HEPES 
 human serum albumin + 
 sodium chloride 
 neomycin + 
 polymyxin B 
 Glycerin 
 phenol + 

Source: CDC 
View manufacturer's package insert 
ACAM2000 side effects

 
Smallpox Recommend Protocol 
Building up your primary immune system (in my opinion) is always the most 
important part of fighting off anything (including Smallpox). See the highlighted 
supplements I recommend below, but from the Doctor's Desk Reference tab at: 
www.dr-johnson.com we read:  
Ag-Therapy: Doctor's Desk Reference 
SMALLPOX:  
        Invive - 5 cc of 5000 ppm Invive every 4 hours until  
                 asymptomatic 
        Garlic: Put 7 cloves in a blender or garlic  
                 press with 8 oz. of "non"-citrus juice  
                 (vegetable juice). 
                 R. Naganawa, et al.,  "Inhibition of Microbial  
                 Growth by Ajoene, a Sulfur-containing Compund  
                 Derived from Garlic," Appl Environ Microbiol, 62(11)  
                 November 1996, p.4238-4242. 
        Ag-Cream - apply topically to eruptions and/or 
                    crusting b.i.d. 
http://www.1stcenturychristian.com/bhealthy/Ag-therapy.html#LettS  
Recommended Products Dr. Johnson Carries to build up the Immune System:  
++ Note: Selenium, Vitamin C, Zinc, Calcium, Vitamin D-3 and Iodine can easily 
become depleted from aggressive viruses 
Recommended Products Dr. Johnson Carries:  
++ Please note you cannot order off the links below,  
they are there for purely informational purposes. For more information or how to 
order see further below.  
My choices of selenium: Selenium is highly anti-viral and is an essential trace 
element possessing antioxidant properties, and is key to the production of 
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glutathione peroxidases which makes this very compatible with NAC (see below) 
to raise glutathione levels. 
Selenium by Innate- 90 tablets 28.00 
Trace Minerals Liquid Ionic Selenium 2 oz. 15.00 
Genestra Selenium CWS 0.5 fl oz (15 ml)  14.00 
Overall Best Value: Se-Zyme Forte (100 T) 16.00 
My choices of Vitamin C: 
++ I recommend that every adult take at least 6 to 12 grams of vitamin C per day if 
you are being exposed to the Covid vaxxed (but you can go double that is you 
feel you are infected) for optimum dosing. Space out your dosages every 2-4 
hours ideally.  
Innate Response Vitamin C-400 180ct 74.00  
Innate Response C-Complete Powder 81gm 31.00 
Bio-C Plus 1000™ (100 T) 27.00 
Pharmax Vitamin C Powder (Magnesium Ascorbate) 8.8 oz (250 grams) 33.00 
Pure Encapsulations Ester-C & Flavonoids 180 capsules 61.00 
Douglas Labs Chelated-C Complex 100 Capsules (Formerly Ester C Plus) 28.00 
My choices of Zinc (Zinc is essential for immune system function and Vitamin C 
and Quercetin helps to get zinc into the cells):  
Pure Encapsulations UltraZin Zinc 90 capsules 18.00 
Zn-Zyme Forte(100 T) 16.00 
Davinci Labs ZINC LOZENGE 60 count Lemon Flavored 12.00 
My choices of Calcium/Magnesium products: White blood cells are the main 
tool our immune systems use to destroy foreign infectious invaders--White blood 
cells (WBC) use calcium as the main fuel to propel themselves and destroy these 
invaders through a process called Phagocytosis.   
Davinci Labs CAL MAG 180 tablets  23.00 
Davinci Labs CAL-MAG CITRATE POWDER 30 Servings 4.9 oz. (139.2 grams) 
19.00  
Douglas Labs Cal/Mag Citrate 250 capsules 29.00 
C/Cal/Mag Powder™ (220 g)  24.00 
Ca/Mg-Zyme™ (Ca & Mg) (360 T) 32.00 
These are the Vitamin D-3 products Dr. Johnson carries see below--Vitamin D-3 
upregulates the immune system--Only 5.9% of those who had an optimal vitamin 
D levels of 55 ng/mL or higher tested positive for SARS-CoV-2. *Statistics cited in 
"The Truth About COVID-19" by Joseph Mercola and Ronnie Cummins, p. 96 
Innate Response Vitamin D-3 2000IU 90 Tablets 45.00 
Pharmax Chewable Vitamin D 1000 90 chewable tabs 13.00 
Best Values for D-3: 
Davinci Labs A.D.K 60 capsules  31.00 
Bio-DK Caps™ 32.00 
Iodine Products Dr. Johnson carries: 
Iodoral High potency iodine/potassium iodide supplement containing 12.5mg 
iodine/iodide 180 tab $57.00 
Iodoral High potency iodine/potassium iodide supplement containing 12.5mg 
iodine/iodide 90 tablets $32.00 
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Iodizyme-HP™ (120 T) $34.00 
NAC (Helps to get the metals and graphene oxide in the jabs out of the body) 
Pure Encapsulations NAC 900 Mg. 120 capsules $42.00 
Pure Encapsulations NAC 900 Mg. 240 capsules $74.00 
NAC (500mg) (180ct) $30.00 

 
Scott Johnson’s Previous Teachings on Ebola and What You Can Do To Protect 
Yourself From It 
See Scott Johnson’s Teachings: http://www.contendingfortruth.com/?s=ebola   
Disclaimer: It is your constitutional right to educate yourself in the arena of health and 
medical knowledge, to seek helpful information and make use of it for the benefit of you 
and your family. You are the one responsible for your own health. In order to make 
decisions in all health matters, you must educate yourself. The views and nutritional 
advice expressed by Dr. Scott Johnson are not intended to be a substitute for 
conventional medicine. If you have a severe medical condition, see a competent 
physician. I do not claim to "cure" disease, my goal is to help you to make physical and 
nutritional changes in your own body so that your body can heal itself. 
Update From Invive Silver:  (Comment: I recommend you print this whole section below) 
The 10,000 PPM is MANDATORY, meaning the correct protocol in a life and death 
situation where death is “IMMINENT” within 72 hours. If you do not think you will 
die in 72 hours, then take the 5,000 PPM. Some Ebola patients die in 48 hours and 
some die in 21 days. If you are already bleeding from orifice, then the Ebola has 
advanced and you MUST use the 10,000 PPM. 
Tell your people: Ebola Can kill within 48 hours to 21 days,  
It takes a minimum of 3 days to ship the Invive from our factory because our 
Manufacturing is in a small town where it is delayed by USPS for 1 day; for the 
Silver to travel to the Airport in the next larger City. That is why we ship Priority, 
because if we shipped Express overnight it would “still” take 2-3 days to arrive. In 
the case of a worst case Ebola infection by the time the Silver is delivered to them 
in 3 days, they could be dead. 
So they must purchase in advance and have the silver on hand to be safe. That is 
just a plain actual fact. 
I myself have 3 bottles of 10,000 PPM with me wherever I am/travel. 
That is barely enough meaning the minimum to attack the Ebola, while waiting for 
more silver to arrive. 
So they should have at least 3 bottles of 10,000 stockpiled in advance. (Assuming 
the USPS trucks are still running during an Ebola outbreak and that the Cities are 
not locked down with no one allowed to enter or leave, including the Courier 
Trucks. 
------------------------------------------ 
EBOLA  
(Note 5000ppm is mentioned here but in an advanced case 10,000ppm should be used-
see above for more clarification)  
Invive 5000ppm Mild Silver Protein ++ When combating an advancing 
presentation of Ebola within the subject individual, it is “MANDATORY” to 
maintain a “STEADY STATE” of Silver in your bloodstream every 4 hours = 6 
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times per day for adults of 120 lbs and up, (but reduced for children via 
percentage of their bodyweight in relation to 120 lbs.).            
"UPDATED '2014' PROTOCOL" 
1) If you have been (or suspect you have been) exposed to Ebola take this dosage: 
*** 5,000 ppm  5 cc/1tsp. 4 times a day or every 6 hours. 
2) If you are starting to display symptoms take this dosage: 
*** 10,000 ppm 5 cc/1tsp. 4 times a day or every 6 hours. 
3) If you are in full blown Ebola symptoms going to terminal take this dosage: 
***  10,000 ppm 5cc/1 tsp of 10,000 every hour. 
Go to: http://www.dr-johnson.com/ 
Note: Selenium has been found to be almost totally depleted from the soils where 
Ebola is prevalent in Africa and has been found to be very helpful in the 
prevention of Ebola.  
Selenium Dr. Johnson Carries:  
My choices of selenium: Selenium is highly anti-viral and is an essential trace 
element possessing antioxidant properties, and is key to the production of 
glutathione peroxidases which makes this very compatible with NAC (see below) 
to raise glutathione levels. 
Selenium by Innate- 90 tablets 28.00 
Trace Minerals Liquid Ionic Selenium 2 oz. 15.00 
Genestra Selenium CWS 0.5 fl oz (15 ml)  14.00 
Overall Best Value: Se-Zyme Forte (100 T) 16.00 
NAC (Helps to get the metals and graphene oxide in the jabs out of the body) 
Pure Encapsulations NAC 900 Mg. 120 capsules $42.00 
Pure Encapsulations NAC 900 Mg. 240 capsules $74.00 
NAC (500mg) (180ct) $30.00 

------------------------ 
Is Selenium Deficiency Behind Ebola, AIDS and Other Deadly ...  
Ebola and other deadly viruses, including the human immunodeficiency virus 1 (HIV-1), 
might be stimulated by deficiencies in the mineral selenium.  
Zaire-where the Ebola and HIV-1 viruses first appeared-may be a viral "hot zone" 
because of low selenium levels in the soil and widespread selenium deficiencies 
among people living off that land.  
Too strange to be true? To the contrary, a similar connection has been 
established in China, where a common virus mutates into a dangerous form when 
it infects people deficient in selenium.  
Selenium, an essential mineral, functions as an antioxidant and a component of 
another antioxidant, glutathione peroxidase. Deficiencies of either substance 
impair the body's immune system and ability to fight infections. But if recent 
research is any indication, the role of selenium in disease prevention may be 
much more profound than previously imagined.  
"It is certainly intriguing that a number of viruses have emerged from these 
regions in Africa, which appear to be selenium deficient," said E. Will Taylor, 
Ph.D., a viral researcher at the University of Georgia, Athens.  

 
Selenium - Prevents Retroviruses HIV - Marburg – Cocksackie - Hemorrhagic 
Fever Viruses - Ebola ...  
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Low Selenium levels lead to weakened antioxidant defenses, reduced immune 
surveillance, higher viral replication rates and thus conditions favoring viral 
mutation. It is also known that Selenium prevents a number of Retroviruses like 
HIV, Cocksackie, Ebola, Marburg and Flu viruses from replicating in the host 
cells. 
It interferes with the reverse transcription of the viral RNA to viral DNA thus 
preventing virus replication.  
Research shows it prevents the progression of HIV to AIDS. Professor Luc 
Montagnier of the Pasteur Institute (one of the discoverers of HIV) states that 
“Selenium was currently the most realistic hope for those infected with HIV in the 
world’s impoverished nations, of the slowing of the progression of HIV to 
AIDS…” 
Computational genomic analysis of hemorrhagic fever viruses. Viral selenoproteins as 
a potential factor in pathogenesis: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9152513  
They talk about Ebola being a “viral selenoprotein” and “Biosynthesis of this 
protein could impose an unprecedented selenium demand on the host, 
potentially, leading to severe lipid peroxidation and cell membrane destruction, 
and contributing to hemorrhagic symptoms.” It is well documented that selenium 
plays a significant role in the regulation of blood clotting via its effects on the 
thromboxane/prostacyclin ratio, and effects on the complement system. 

 
From: Gwyndolyn  
Sent: Thursday, March 4, 2021 12:30 PM 
To: Scott Johnson 
Subject: Listener Comment About The Importance of Copper in Fighting Off Ebola 
Dr Johnson, I don’t know if your listen to Steve Quayle’s the Qfiles but I have been a 
subscriber of his for years. I wanted to share a warning about an upcoming bio-
weaponized release of Ebola. To hear this and more updates by him all you have 
to do is subscribe to the Qfiles.  
I felt like God wanted me to share this update with you as you are a Christian with 
the medical expertise to truly help people with REAL medicine and supplements.   
Steve states that pure copper will destroy this bioweapised Ebola as well as the 
corona virus.... In a few days I plan to order…the 10,700 ppm silver (Comment: To 
do so go to: http://www.dr-johnson.com/ ) & your strongest vitamin C  I also 
wanted to ask you about a pure liquid copper supplement that you know to be of 
the purest and highest quality. Non GMO 
Sincerest Regards, Gwyn Luke 
Dr. Scott Johnson’s Response 
Gwyn: Yes I have two copper products I carry: Cu-Zyme™ (Copper) (100 T) 14.00 
or Trace Minerals Liquid Ionic Copper 2 oz  11.00 <<I would say this is the most 
potent & pure of the two but it has a horrid taste and aftertaste. 

 
From: ADVANTAGE INTERNATIONAL  
To: drjohnson@ix.netcom.com 
Subject: Fw: Vitamin C Is Essential in the Ebola treatment  
In addition to the Invive Silver, a Ebola patient need high doses of Vitamin C. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9152513
http://www.dr-johnson.com/
http://www.bioticsresearch.com/node/1671
https://anovahealth.com/trace-minerals-liquid-ionic-copper-2-oz/


The Invive Silver stops the Ebola Virus, but you MUST put the Vitamin C back in 
their body, that the Ebola has taken away. 
Again for clarity:The INVIVE Medical Journal Silver wipes out/eradicates the Ebola 
Virus but Here is what Ebola does that is fatal: It causes the complete removal of 
all vitamin C from the body. No one actually knows what mechanism is involved 
in doing this, other than a malfunction that is not permanently destructive to 
whatever is triggered to remove all vitamin C stores. All the researchers know is 
that vitamin C drops to zero and all the symptoms of Ebola are consistent with a 
complete loss of vitamin C. 
------------------------------------------- 
From the report at: http://jimstonefreelance.com/ we read: 
The actual way ebola kills is by causing a severe cytokine release in blood vessel 
walls, which if already irritated by a viral assault, will rupture from the irritation 
caused by a strong cytokine release. With regard to ebola, the exact cytokine is 
called IL-6, which is inhibited by 41 percent with adequate vitamin C present. This 
means, that from this mode of action alone, vitamin C will reduce the impact of 
ebola by 41 percent. If you combine this with the fact that vitamin C will 
strengthen the blood vessel walls as well, the two ways vitamin C helps will work 
in combination to prevent death from ebola, especially if ebola, which removes all 
vitamin C weakens the blood vessel walls by removing vitamin C to begin with.  
------------------------------------ 
Comment: So taking a true, natural, vitamin C is a major factor in fighting off Ebola 
especially considering Ebola chief action of fatality is causing the blood vessels to 
rupture through the body where you bleed out of every orifice. Vitamin C (full spectrum 
source with the bioflavonoids, from a plant source) strengthens the blood vessels.  
Dr. Johnson’s Vitamin C products:  
++ I recommend that every adult take at least 6 to 12 grams of vitamin C per day if 
you are being exposed for optimum dosing. Space out your dosages every 2-4 
hours ideally.  
Innate Response Vitamin C-400 180ct 74.00  
Innate Response C-Complete Powder 81gm 31.00 
Bio-C Plus 1000™ (100 T) 27.00 
Pharmax Vitamin C Powder (Magnesium Ascorbate) 8.8 oz (250 grams) 33.00 
Pure Encapsulations Ester-C & Flavonoids 180 capsules 61.00 
Douglas Labs Chelated-C Complex 100 Capsules (Formerly Ester C Plus) 28.00 

 
Have you taken your vitamin C today? While Vitamin C is unequivocally 
recognized as a quintessential player in maintaining function of the immune 
system, a recent review paper points to 70-80% of patients with severe covid-19  
suffering HYPOvitaminosis C (i.e. low vitamin C status) in hospitals – Please Note 
Vitamin C is not ascorbic acid 
A new review of 12 high quality Covid-19 studies published on Monday in the 
peer reviewed journal Life provides a stark reminder that popping your C might 
be one of the cheapest and easiest solutions that can reduce the risk of being 
exposed to the vaxxed covid-19 super spreaders. The review, which includes 5 
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randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and 7 retrospective cohort studies, can be read 
here in full. 
Nature produces an incredible array of molecules, vitamin C being just one of 
less than 30 micronutrients known to be essential to humans which cannot 
produce their own vitamin C internally. 
While Vitamin C is unequivocally recognised as a quintessential player in 
maintaining function of the immune system, the review paper points to 70-80% of 
patients with severe covid-19 disease suffering hypovitaminosis C (i.e. low 
vitamin C status) in hospitals (<23 micromoles per/L). Significant numbers have 
plasma levels less than 11 micromoles per /L which puts them in the scurvy 
category, also not uncommon among those in care homes. 
Vitamin C deficiency can contribute to an array of problems including poor 
immune and neurological system function, as well as scurvy, poor wound 
healing, bleeding gums, improper gene expression, and premature aging (e.g. 
through disruption of collagen formation). 
By contrast, the benefits of optimising circulating levels of vitamin C include: 

 Supports modulation of both innate and adaptive immune system 
 Required for appropriate gene expression 
 Helps form collagen and maintain integrity of barriers, bones and cartilage 
 Required for normal wound repair 
 Anti-viral activity 
 Antioxidant 
 Anti-inflammatory 
 Facilitate mitochondrial (energy-yielding) function to helps overcome 

tiredness and fatigue 
 Required for the enzymatic production of particular neurotransmitters 
 Increases absorption of iron 

https://anh-usa.org/affordable-vitamin-c-for-covid/ 

 
Previously Covered--DOCTOR's Findings: Marburg, Aids, Ebola & the C-O-V-I-D 
Vaxx--Intentional Infection Underway--Breaking J&J vaxx!!! These shots are 
deleting your genes that repair your damaged DNA!!!! Inducing an AIDS/HIV like 
condition and that is just a little what is covered here 
Already played: 
https://rumble.com/vp33it-doctor-marburg-aids-ebola-in-vaxx-intentional-
infection-underway.html  
This has the verbiage mentioned in the video above:  
EPIGENETICS: Vaccines Are Deleting Human Genes & Transfecting Cells With 
Ebola/Marburg    

 
MARBURG VIRUS DISEASE Natural Recommended Protocol 
        Invive 5000ppm- 2 TBL t.i.d. for 8 days then 
                 2 TBL b.i.d. 
        NOTE: Found in lab workers handling tissues 
        and cell cultures from African green monkeys. 
        One fourth die between eighth and sixteenth 

https://www.mdpi.com/2075-1729/11/11/1166/pdf
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        day of illness if not treated. 
TBL means tablespoon 
TID means three times a day 
BID means two times a day 
Invive 5000ppm is the strength of silver 
++ Building up your primary immune system (in my opinion) is always the most 
important part of fighting off anything (including Marburg).  
----------------------- 
Recommended Products Dr. Johnson Carries to build up the Immune System:  
++ Note: Selenium, Vitamin C, Zinc, Calcium, Vitamin D-3 and Iodine can easily 
become depleted from aggressive viruses 
Recommended Products Dr. Johnson Carries:  
++ Please note you cannot order off the links below,  
they are there for purely informational purposes. For more information or how to 
order see further below.  
My choices of selenium: Selenium is highly anti-viral and is an essential trace 
element possessing antioxidant properties, and is key to the production of 
glutathione peroxidases which makes this very compatible with NAC (see below) 
to raise glutathione levels. 
Selenium by Innate- 90 tablets 28.00 
Trace Minerals Liquid Ionic Selenium 2 oz. 15.00 
Genestra Selenium CWS 0.5 fl oz (15 ml)  14.00 
Overall Best Value: Se-Zyme Forte (100 T) 16.00 
My choices of Vitamin C: 
++ I recommend that every adult take at least 6 to 12 grams of vitamin C per day if 
you are being exposed to the Covid vaxxed (but you can go double that is you 
feel you are infected) for optimum dosing. Space out your dosages every 2-4 
hours ideally.  
Innate Response Vitamin C-400 180ct 74.00  
Innate Response C-Complete Powder 81gm 31.00 
Bio-C Plus 1000™ (100 T) 27.00 
Pharmax Vitamin C Powder (Magnesium Ascorbate) 8.8 oz (250 grams) 33.00 
Pure Encapsulations Ester-C & Flavonoids 180 capsules 61.00 
Douglas Labs Chelated-C Complex 100 Capsules (Formerly Ester C Plus) 28.00 
My choices of Zinc (Zinc is essential for immune system function and Vitamin C 
and Quercetin helps to get zinc into the cells):  
Pure Encapsulations UltraZin Zinc 90 capsules 18.00 
Zn-Zyme Forte(100 T) 16.00 
Davinci Labs ZINC LOZENGE 60 count Lemon Flavored 12.00 
My choices of Calcium/Magnesium products: White blood cells are the main 
tool our immune systems use to destroy foreign infectious invaders--White blood 
cells (WBC) use calcium as the main fuel to propel themselves and destroy these 
invaders through a process called Phagocytosis.   
Davinci Labs CAL MAG 180 tablets  23.00 
Davinci Labs CAL-MAG CITRATE POWDER 30 Servings 4.9 oz. (139.2 grams) 
19.00  
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Douglas Labs Cal/Mag Citrate 250 capsules 29.00 
C/Cal/Mag Powder™ (220 g)  24.00 
Ca/Mg-Zyme™ (Ca & Mg) (360 T) 32.00 
These are the Vitamin D-3 products Dr. Johnson carries see below--Vitamin D-3 
upregulates the immune system--Only 5.9% of those who had an optimal vitamin 
D levels of 55 ng/mL or higher tested positive for SARS-CoV-2. *Statistics cited in 
"The Truth About COVID-19" by Joseph Mercola and Ronnie Cummins, p. 96 
Innate Response Vitamin D-3 2000IU 90 Tablets 45.00 
Pharmax Chewable Vitamin D 1000 90 chewable tabs 13.00 
Best Values for D-3: 
Davinci Labs A.D.K 60 capsules  31.00 
Bio-DK Caps™ 32.00 
Iodine Products Dr. Johnson carries: 
Iodoral High potency iodine/potassium iodide supplement containing 12.5mg 
iodine/iodide 180 tab $57.00 
Iodoral High potency iodine/potassium iodide supplement containing 12.5mg 
iodine/iodide 90 tablets $32.00 
Iodizyme-HP™ (120 T) $34.00 
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